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Abstract
By means of convenient regularization for an ill posed Cauchy problem, we deﬁne an associated
generalized problem and discuss the conditions for the solvability of it. To illustrate this, starting
from the semilinear unidirectional wave equation with data given on a characteristic curve, we show
existence and uniqueness of the solution.
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1 Introduction
Many obstructions can be encountered when trying to solve a Cauchy problem for PDEs with the
data given on a characteristic manifold, and, a fortiori, to obtain uniqueness or well-posedness in
Hadamard sense. We can refer to many works inspired in the complex ﬁeld by the ideas of Garding,
Kotake, Leray [10] and others on the continuation of holomorphic solutions and, in the real ﬁeld,
by the ideas of Egorov [9], H¨ ormander [13] and others on the distribution solutions of some Cauchy
problems supported in a half space whose boundary is a characteristic hyperplane.
Here, we propose another method, based on a parametrized family of geometric transformations
of the characteristic manifold, in continuation of previous ideas developed in [6, 5, 7, 8, 12, 15]. In
order to concentrate on the methods and not on the technicalities, we consider the Cauchy problem
for a simple equation, namely the transport equation (in basic form)
 u
 t
= F(.,.,u); u | = v (Pc)
where   of equation x = 0 is obviously globally characteristic for the Cauchy problem.
For focusing only on the characteristic singularity, v and F are supposed to be smooth and even
F to be Lipschitzian. Clearly (Pc) is ill-posed but can be associated to a generalized problem
P(D)u = F(u); R(u)=v (PG)
well formulated in a convenient algebras of nonlinear generalized functions, by means of generalized
operators: F, associated to F, and R, obtained by replacing the characteristic curve   by a family
(  )  of non characteristic ones of equation x = l (t) where (l ) ) is a regularizing family. We





space of smooth functions. Independence of this solution with respect to some “tempered” class
represented by (l )  can also be established under some additional assumption on the growth of




fails to be, in general, unique. We show how





based on the space of slowly increasing smooth functions [4] in which pointwise
characterization exists [20].
12 General overview on (C,E,P)-type algebras
2.1 Algebraic and topological structures
We begin by recalling the notions from [14, 15] that form the basis for our study. Let:
(1)   be a set of indices;
(2) A be a solid subring of the ring K
  (K = R or C) and IA a solid ideal of A;
(3) E be a sheaf of K-topological algebras over a topological space X .
Moreover, suppose that:
(4) For any open set   in X, the algebra E( ) is endowed with a family P( ) = (Pi)i I( ) of
semi-norms such that if  1    2 are two open subsets of X, it follows that I( 1)   I( 2) and if  
2
1
is the restriction operator E( 2)  E( 1), then, for each Pi  P( 1) the semi-norm   Pi = Pi    
2
1
extends Pi to P( 2);
(5) Let   = ( h)h H be any family of open sets in X with   =  h H h. Then, for each P  P( ),
there exists a ﬁnite subfamily ( j)1 j n(i) of   and corresponding semi-norms Pj  P( j) (1  









(|r |)  | (r )    B
 
for B = A,IA. Set C = A/I and let H(A,E,P)( ) (resp.
J(IA,E,P)( )) be the set of all (u )    [E( )]
  such that ((Pi(u ))   |A| (resp. |IA|) for all
i   I ( ).
Note that, from (2), |A| is a subset of A and that A+ =
 
(b )    A | (      ) (b    0)
 
= |A|.
The same holds for IA. Furthermore, (2) implies also that A is a K-algebra. From [14, 15], we
get that H(A,E,P) (resp. J(IA,E,P)) is a sheaf of K-subalgebras (resp. of ideals) of the sheaf E
 
(resp. of H(A,E,P)) and that the factor H(A,E,P)/J(IA,E,P) is a presheaf with localization principle
in addition. Moreover, the constant sheaf H(A,K,|.|)/J(IA,K,|.|) is equal to the sheaf C = A/IA.
We call presheaf of (C,E,P)-algebra, the factor presheaf of algebras A = H(A,E,P)/J(IA,E,P)
over the ring C = A/IA and we denote by [u ] the class in A( ) of (u )     H(A,E,P)( ).
Notation 1 For any topological set T, we will denote K   T to say that K is a compact subset of
T.
Example 1 (Special Colombeau Algebra [2, 11, 17]) We consider the sheaf E =C
  over R
d, where




denotes the set of all open sets of
R
d. Let us recall that P  is deﬁned by the family of semi-norms (pK,l)K  ,l N with
 f   C
  ( ),p K,l (f) = supx K,| | l |D
 f (x)|. (1)
Let A (resp. I) be the set of all (r )    R
(0,1] such that there exists m   N (resp. for all q   N)
with |r | = o( 
 m) (resp. |r | = o( 
q)) as     0.The sheaf A = H(A,E,P)/J(IA,E,P) is the sheaf of
(special) Colombeau algebras G. In this case, we shall write H(A,E,P) = X and J(IA,E,P) = N.
We refer the reader to [5, 14] for a complete discussion about embedding of (C,E,P)-algebras
into classical spaces. From now on we assume that A is a ring with unity and   is left-ﬁltering for
a given (partial) order relation  .
Remark 1 (An association process) Consider   an open subset of X, F a given sheaf of topological
K-vector spaces (resp. K-algebras) over X containing E as a subsheaf and a : R+   A+ a map such
that a(0) = 1 (for r   R+, we denote a(r) by (a  (r)) ).
For (v )   H(A,E,P) ( ), we shall denote by lim ,F( ) v  the limit of (v )  for the F-topology when
it exists. We recall that lim ,F( ) u  |V = f  F(V ) i , for each F-neighborhood W of f, there
exists  0     such that:      0 =  u    W. We also assume that, for each open subset V    ,
we have
J(IA,E,P)(V )  
 
(v )   H(A,E,P)(V ) | lim ,F( ) v  =0
 
. (2)
Consider u =[ u ]  A( ), r   R+, V an open subset of   and f  F(V ). We say that u is




f, if lim ,F( ) (a  (r)u  |V )=f. In particular, if
r =0 , u and f are said associated in V .
Example 2 Take X = R
d, F = D
 ,   =]0,1], A = G, V = , r =0 . The usual association [11,
§1.2.6] between u =[ u ]  G ( ) and T  D
  ( ) is deﬁned by




T    lim  0,D ( ) u  = T.




  (usually given by the asymptotic structure of the problem). Consider B the subset
of elements in (R
 
+)
  obtained as rational fractions with coe cients in R
 




(a )    K
  |
 
 (b )    B
 
(  0    ) (      0)( |a |  b )
 
.
We say that A is overgenerated by Bp (and it is easy to see that A is a solid subring of K
 ). If IA
is some solid ideal of A, we also say that C = A/IA is overgenerated by Bp. As a “canonical” ideal
of A, we usually choose
IA =
 
(a )    K
  |
 
 (b )    B
 
(  0    ) (      0)( |a |  b )
 
.
In this paper, we shall consider the particular case E =C
  with X = R
d and the usual topology
given by the family of semi norms (PK,l)K  ,l N deﬁned by (1). We shall construct later the
asymptotic structure given by C = A/IA, in relationship with the regularization of the ill posed
problem. However, for any choice of C, we recall that A is a sheaf of di erential algebras with
D
 u =[ D
 u ] where (u )    u. For (C,C
 ,P)-algebras, we have the analogue of [11, Thm 1.2.3]:
Proposition 1 [3] Assume that the set B, deﬁned above, is stable by inverse and that there ex-
ists (a )    B with lim  a  =0 . Consider (u )   H(A,E,P)(R
d) such that, for all K   R
d,
(PK,0 (u ))   |IA|. Then (u )   J(A,E,P)(R
d).
In the sequel, we shall also consider the algebra of tempered generalized functions. For f  
C
 (R




n)={(f )   OM(R
n)
(0,1] | ( m   N)( q   N)( N   N)
 
µ q,m(f )=O( 




n)={(f )   OM(R
n)
(0,1] | ( m   N)( q   N)( p   N)( µ q,m(f )=O( 
p) as     0)}.
It is easy to show that M  (R
n) (resp. N  (R




n)). The algebra G  (R
n)=M  (R
n)/N  (R
n) is called the algebra of tempered gen-
eralized functions [11, 16]. The generalized derivation, deﬁned as above for (C,C
 ,P)-algebras,
provides G  (R
n) with a di erential algebraic structure.
Remark 2 (Simpliﬁcation of notations) In the sequel, we shall have d =1or d =2and take
  = (0,1]. We simplify the notations by writing H (resp. J) instead of H(A,E,P) (resp. J(A,E,P)).
We keep the same sheaf symbols H, J, A = H/J for X = R
d or X = , where d =1 ,2 and   is
an open subset of R
d.
2.2 Generalized operators and general restrictions
Let   be an open subset of R
2 and F   C
 (    R,R). We say that the algebra A( ) is sta-
ble under F if, for all (u )   H( ) and all (i )   J( ), we have (F(·,·,u  ))   H( ) and













(i.e. not depending on (u )    u).
An easily tractable condition of stability is when F is smoothly tempered, which means that the
following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) For each K   R
2, l   N and u   C
 ( ,R), there is a positive ﬁnite sequence (Cj)1 j l such




(ii) For each K   R
2, l   N, u,v   C
 ( ,R), there is a positive ﬁnite sequence (Dj)1 j l such
that PK,l(F(·,·,v)   F(·,·,u)  
 l
j=1 Dj (PK,l(v   u))
j.













,u =[ u ]    [F(.,.,u )]
is called the generalized operator associated to F.
Consider (f )    C
  (R)
 . For each g   C




R  (g) : C
  (R)   C
  (R),f      (x    g(x,f (x))).
The family (R )  maps C
   
R
2   into C
  (R)
 . We say that the family (f )  is compatible with
second side restriction if, for all (u )   H(R
2) (resp. (i )   J(R
2)), (u  (·,f  (·)))   H(R) (resp.
(i  (·,f  (·)))   J(R)).






 A(R),u =[ u ]    [u  (·,f  (·))] = [R  (u )]
is called the generalized second side restriction mapping associated to the family (f ) .
Deﬁnition 3 [11] Let (f )    C
 (R
n)
 . We say (f )  is c-bounded if for all K   R
n, there exists
L   R
n such that f (K)   L for all   (L is independent of  ).
The following proposition makes the link between the c-boundeness and the compatibility with
second side restriction.
Proposition 2 Assume that (f )  belongs to H(R) and (f )  is c-bounded, then the family (f )  is
compatible with second side restriction.
3 Application to a characteristic Cauchy problem




= F(.,.,u); u |{x=0}= f (Pc)
where F is Lipschitz and f   C
  (R). We are going to formulate some assumptions which will
allow us to associate to (Pc) a generalized and well posed problem (Pg) given below.
3.1 From the ill posed problem (Pc) to a well posed formulation
(Pg)
We approximate the characteristic curve {x =0 } by a family of non characteristic ones    =
{x = l  (t)}  (0,1]. We assume that the family (l )    C
 (R)
]0,1] tends simply to 0 (or uniformly
on each compact which is equivalent here) when   tends to 0 and that:  x   R,l
 
 (x) > 0 and
l (R)=R. Moreover we assume that (l )  is c-bounded.
Let K   R
2 and a,b   R such that K   [ a,a]   [ b,b]. We deﬁne
 
 K,  = max(a,l
 1
  (b)) and  K,  = min( a,l
 1
  ( b)) ; aK,  = 2max( K, ,| K, |),
K  = K1    K2 with K1  =[  aK, /2,a K, /2] and K2 =[  b,b]=[  c/2,c/2].
. (3)
By construction, we have K   K  and
     (0,1], K   R
2,     N,  DK, ,    R
 
+, supt K1 
 
   D
 f(t)
 
      DK, , . (4)
In addition to the previous assumptions, we collect in one formulation the su cient conditions
which allows to generate a convenient (C,E,P)-algebra adapted to our problem
 
                 
                 
(i)      (0,1], K   R
2, n   N, µK,n > 0, M  > 0,
sup(t,x,z) K  R
| | n
|D
 F(t,x,z)| = MK, ,n   µK,nM .
(ii)      (0,1], K   R
2,  K > 0, a  > 0,a K,     Ka .
(iii)      (0,1], K   R
2,  K,n   0, P  > 0,

















   K,nP
n
 
(iv)      (0,1], K   R
2,     N,  K,  > 0, Q  > 0,D K, ,     K, Q .
(H)







2) is built on C with E =C
 (R
2) and P =( PK,l)K R2,l N.










 A(R),u =[ u ]   [u  (t,l (t))]
is well deﬁned.
Now, we can associate to (Pc) the generalized problem (Pg):
 u
 t
= F(u); R(u)=f. (Pg)
43.2 Existence of a solution to (Pg)
In order to solve (Pg), we begin to solve in C







(t,x)=F(t,x,u  (t,x)) ; u  (t,l (t)) = f (t).
Proposition 4 With the previous hypothesis, the problem (P ) admits a unique smooth solution
u  such that
u (t,x)=f(l
 1




F( ,x,u ( ,x))d . (5)
Moreover we have the estimate
 u   ,K   ( K, Q  + BKa M )(expa M )
CK (6)
where the constant BK = µK,0 K,C K = µK,1 K depend only upon the compact set K.
This proposition comes from the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem, applied for ﬁxed x, for the existence
and the uniqueness of a smooth solution u  to the problem (P ), which satisﬁes (5). Starting from
this relation, the Gronwall lemma, leads to the estimate (6).
Theorem 5 Under Assumption (H), the problem (Pg) admits [u ]A(R2) as solution where u  is the
solution given in Proposition 4.
The proof follows the same steps as the existence results which can be found in [7, 8]: starting
from the estimate (6), the proof is based on an induction process on the order of the successive





Example 3 Take l  (t)= t, then l
 1
  (x)=x/ . It is easy to see that aK,  =2 b/  and also that
K1  =[  b/ ,b/ ], K2 =[  b,b]. For any K   R
2, we have
     (0,1], n   N, µK,n > 0, M  > 0,sup(t,x,z) K  R,| | n |D
 F(t,x,z)| = MK    µK,nM ,
Then C = A/IA is overgenerated by ( ) , (e
M / ) ;(M ) .








    l! for all l   N [7]. It follows that
 K   R
2,  l   N, max  N3, | | l
 




Consequently, we can take m(K ,l)=l! and M  =1 . Finally C = A/IA is overgenerated by the
families ( )  and (e
1
 ) . In this case, the (C,E,P)-algebra is actually of Colombeau type, as it is
equal to the asymptotic algebra with (e
  1
 )  as asymptotic scale [6].
For linear (or semi linear) problems with irregular data, a more complete theory exists, based on
the functorial properties of the Colombeau type algebras [6]. Existence and uniqueness are obtained
whenever the map associating the solution to the data for the classical problem is continuously
temperate. Of course, this theory fails when the problem under consideration is characteristic as
in the present paper. Moreover, without further assumption the solution given by Theorem 5 fails
in general to be unique as shown by a counter example given in [5].
3.3 Independence of the generalized solution from the regularizing
process
Any solution to (Pg) (unique or not) depends a priori on the choice of the regularizing process. We
expect to obtain more precise informations about this dependence. A ﬁrst step in this direction is
done by [1] in which the purely characteristic case is studied (with regular data). By asking that
(l )  belongs to M (R), the authors are able to prove that the generalized solution depends solely
on the class of (l )  as a generalized function, not on a particular representative. Analogously, we
have here:






   
M (R). Then, the generalized solution u =[ u ], where (u )  is given by (5), of the characteristic
Cauchy problem (Pg) and, a fortiori, any solution of it depends solely on l =[ l ]  G (R) as
generalized functions and not on the representatives (l ) .
5For the detailed proof of the theorem 6, we refer the reader to [1]. However, we shall give the
main steps of the proof, as it emphasizes the di erence between the case of usual Colombeau algebra
and tempered generalized functions.






   M (R). Then, for






   M (R) and (g    f )   N (R),
we have that  
f
 1




   N (R). (7)
Proof. We shall use the point values characterization [11, §1.2.4]. Let MR (resp.NR) be the
set of all (x )    R
(0,1] such that: ( N   N)
 
|x | = O( 
 N)
 
(resp. ( m   N)( |x | = O( 
m))) as
    0. We denote by   R = MR/NR the ring of generalized real numbers in the Colombeau setting.
Let (f )  ,(g )   M (R). Deﬁne the maps
G :   R     R, ˜ x    g(˜ x) = [(g (x )) ]  R ; H :   R     R, ˜ x    h(˜ x) = [g
 1
  (x )]  R





and well deﬁned from [11, Prop. 1.2.45]. It is easy to see that G   H = H   G = id so
that G
 1 = H. In the same way, if we set
F :   R     R, ˜ x    f(˜ x) = [f (x )]  R.
Then F





  (x )
 
.
Proving (7) is equivalent to prove that f
 1   g
 1 = 0 in G (R), and, by point value character-
ization [11, Prop. 1.2.47], it su ces to show that    y     R,
 
F
 1   G
 1 
(  y) = 0. Let   y =[ y ]     R.
As G is bijective there exists ˜ x =[ x ]     R such that   y = G(˜ x) and for all   we have
 
F






  (g (x ))   g
 1
















    g    id
 









which concludes the proof.




= 0 ; u |{x=0}= f
where f   C




(t,x) = 0; u (t, t)=f (t).
Clearly the solution to (P ) is the function u  deﬁned by u  (t,x)=f (x/ ). Then, a generalized










There is no classical object corresponding to that generalized function. However, it is possible to
link u to a distribution by means of the association process deﬁned in Remark 1. Suppose that f is
integrable with
 
f (x)d x =1and write
1
 








We have clearly lim  0,D  (R2) (u / ) = 1t    x =   , where    is the Dirac distribution on the
characteristic manifold  =
 
(t,x)   R
2 : t =0
 
. Thus, the solution u of the generalized problem
(Pg) associated to (Pchar) satisﬁes u  
 
  . In addition, this solution is not unique but depends only




of (t     t) .








= 0 ; U |{X=T}= v.
The solution U of the corresponding associated generalized problem verify U  
 
 {X=T}. In other
words, U has a bidimensional ”soliton” structure, and suppU = supp {X=T} = {X = T}.
64 The framework GOM(R2) and uniqueness


















is of (C,E,P)-type and
endowed with the sharp topology [3], our goal is at least to recover uniqueness of the solution of
(Pg) in this context, the well-posedness in Hadamard setting being the ﬁnal goal.
4.1 Point values in GOM
 
Rd 














d)={(u )   OM(R
d)
(0,1] :(     S(R
d)) (     N
d)
( M   N)(   0)(    <  0) (supx Rd | (x) 
 u  (x)|   
 M)} ;
NOM(R
d)={(u )   OM(R
d)
(0,1] :(     S(R
d)) (     N
d)
( m   N)(   0)(    <  0) (supx Rd | (x) 
 u  (x)|   
m)}.
This d´ eﬁnition can be compared to the one of G (R

















Example 5 Let    D(R
d) with supp    B(0,1) and  (0) = 1. Let e   R
d be a unit vector. Let
u (x) :=  (x  
 1e) for each  . It is easy to check that (u )   NOM(R
d). However (u )  /  N (R
d).




 p|u (x)|  (1 +  
 1)
 p|u ( 
 1)|  (2 
 1)
 p| (0)| =(  /2)
p
so no choice of p satisﬁes ( m   N)(   0)(       0) (supx Rd(1 + |x|)










. On the other hand, along the same lines as [4, Prop. 3.2],
we get:
NOM(R
d)={(u )    (OM(R
d)
(0,1] |(     N
d)(  m   N)(  p   N)
(  0)(    <  0) (supx Rd(1 + |x|)
 p| 
 u (x)|   
m)}.
By the same Taylor-argument as in [11, Thm. 1.2.25], we ﬁnd:
Theorem 8
NOM(R
d)={(u )   M (R
d) |( m   N)(  p   N)
(  0)(    <  0) (supx Rd(1 + |x|)
 p|u (x)|   
m)}.
As in the proof of Lemma 7, we refer to generalized points and point values as developed in [11,
§1.2.4]. We recall that   K = MK/NK is the ring of Colombeau generalized numbers (K = R,C) and
similarly   Kd =   K
d the set of generalized points.




    R
d is of slow scale if
( n   N)(   0)(    <  0)
 




Theorem 9 Let u = [(u ) ]  GOM(R
d) and let ˜ x = [(x ) ] be of slow scale. Then the point value
u(˜ x) := [(u (x )) ]     C is well-deﬁned.
Proof. Let (u )   MOM(R
d)=M (R
d) be a representative of u. By [11, Prop. 1.2.45],
(u )   M (R
d) implies that (u (x ))   MR, and that (u (x ) u (x
 
 ))   NR if (x
 
 )  is another
representative of ˜ x. It remains to be shown that the deﬁnition of the point value does not depend
of the choice of representative of u. So let (u )   NOM(R
d). Let m   N. Choose p   N as in the
statement of theorem 8. Then for su ciently small  ,
|u (x )|   
m(1 + |x |)
p    
m(2|x |)






Since m   N is arbitrary, (u (x ))   NC.
7Theorem 10 Let u  GOM(R
d). Then u =0i  u(˜ x) = 0 for each slow scale point ˜ x.
Proof. If u = 0, then clearly u(˜ x) = 0 for each slow scale point (since the deﬁnition of point
values does not depend on the representative of u). Conversely, let u(˜ x) = 0 for each slow scale
point ˜ x. We ﬁrst show by contradiction that
( m   N)(  n   N)(   0)(    <  0)
 
sup|x|   1/n |u (x)|   
m 
. (8)
Assuming the contrary, we ﬁnd M   N, a decreasing sequence ( n)n tending to 0 and x n   R
d with
|x n|   
 1/n
n and |u n(x n)| > 
M
n , for each n. Let x  := 0 if  /  { n : n   N}. Then ˜ x := [(x ) ]
is of slow scale and (u (x ))  /  NR, contradicting u(˜ x) = 0.
Now let m   N arbitrary. Choose n as in equation ((8)). Since (u )   MOM(R
d)=M (R
d),
there exists N   N such that for small  ,
supx Rd(1 + |x|)
 N|u (x)|   
 N.
Let p := nm + nN + N. Then, for small  ,
supx Rd(1+|x|)
 p|u (x)| = max
 
sup|x|   1/n(1+|x|)





sup|x|   1/n |u (x)|,supx Rd(1 + |x|)












Hence (u )   NOM(R
d) by theorem 8.
4.2 The main theorem
We start by two technical lemmas, the proof of the ﬁrst one being a simple adaptation of [11, Thm
1.2.29].
Lemma 11 Let (f ),(g ),( ˜ f ),(˜ g )  MOM such that [f ] = [ ˜ f ] and [g ] = [˜ g ]. We have that
[f    g ]=[ f    ˜ g ]. If moreover g  preserves slow scale points then [ ˜ f    g ]=[ f    g ].
Lemma 12 Let (f ) ,(g )   MOM(R) such that f  and g  are bijective, (f    g )   NOM(R)
and (f
 1
  ) ,(g
 1
  )   MOM(R). Let suppose moreover that g
 1
  preserves slow scale points. Then
(f
 1
    g
 1
  )   NOM(R).
Proof. We have (f
 1
    g
 1
  )   g  = f
 1
    g    Id  NOM because g    f   NOM which
implies that [f
 1
    g ]=[ f
 1
    f ] = [Id]. But then as f
 1






    g
 1







   MOM and preserves slow scale points, then using the preceding lemma, we ﬁnd that
f
 1
    g
 1
   NOM.
Theorem 13 Suppose that (l )  is taken in the subset LOM (R) in MOM (R) of families (g ) 
such that g
 






   MOM (R) preserves slow scale points,lim  0,D (R) g  =0 . Then, if
f  OM (R) and F =0 , the solution u =
 









depends only on l =[ l ]GOM (R).
Proof. Let us take (l ) ,(h )   MOM (R) such that [l ] = [h ] and let u =[ u ],v=[ v ] (with
(u ) ,(v )   MOM(R




  (x)) + µ (l
 1
  (x)) +
  t
l 1
  (x) i ( ,x)d 
v (t,x)=f(h
 1
  (x)) +   (h
 1
  (x)) +
  t
h 1
  (x) j ( ,x)d 
where (i ) ,(j ) ,(µ ) ,(  )   NOM. First we know that l
 1
    h
 1
   NOM and f  OM so that
f   l
 1
    f   h
 1




   MOM and they preserve slow
scale points, we have that µ    l
 1
  ,     h
 1








j ( ,x)d   NOM.




  (x) i ( ,x)d . Let (t ,x  )      R
2 be a slow scale point. Then x      R is a slow scale
point and y  = l
 1
  (x ) is also a slow scale point. We have
  , c    [y ,t  ],k  (t ,x  )=
  t 
y 
i ( ,x )d  =( t    y )i (c ,x  )
8but as |c |  max(|y |,|t |), (c ) is also a slow scale point. But then (c ,x  ) is a slow scale point of
R
2 so that (i (c ,x  ))   NR and ﬁnally (k (t ,x  ))   NR.




if F  =0as




(t,x)=u  (t,x); u  (t, t)=v (t)
whose solution is u  (t,x)=v(x/ )e
 x/ e






Classically, in Hadamard sense, the well-posedness for a Cauchy problem asks for existence, unique-
ness of solution to the problem and in addition, its continuous dependence from the data. Sharp
topologies and functorial properties are extended to the case of (C,E,P)-algebra in [3]. Thus, one
can expect here the following Hadamard setting: Let u(v,R) be the solution given by Theorem 13
to the generalized problem
 u
 t
= 0 ; R(u)=v
with v  OM (R)  GOM (R). Then, at least in a neighborhood of v, the map




,v   u(v,R)
is continuous for the corresponding sharp topologies.





parameter, the one used to de-characterize the problem, in contrary to previous works in which a
parameter is used for the singular data, and a di erent one is introduced for each regularization
procedure. The ring C = A/IA will be the same for d =1 , 2.
But to obtain a good continuity result in this setting will require great care for choosing the
type of tempered class of regularizations used to de-characterize the problem.
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